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S1. Snapshots selection from MD simulations

We selected a reference atom to measure the distance between the reference one and all other atoms of bilayer graphene (see Figure S1). The shortest distances of each snapshot for four nucleobases (guanine, adenine, cytosine, and thymine) were saved, as presented in Figure S2. Some snapshots, providing the strong coupling strength, were selected for subsequent transport calculations as marked with black circles.

A change in the binding site was observed for cytosine (see Figure S2). After 1.5 ns, the cytosine gradually shifts to middle of pore and then moves close to the pore edge at a new binding site. The transport calculation in which the cytosine lies far from the pore edge has been performed, as shown in Figure S4. The transmission function exhibits the shift of peak position relative to the Fermi energy, and the transmission drops due to weakening of nucleobase-graphene coupling. Additionally, the disconnection of thymine to the pore edge was observed after 5 ns and not likely to return close to the edge.
Figure S1: The distance measurement between the reference atom marked with a yellow circle and all other atoms of bilayer graphene. The shortest distances of each snapshot for four nucleobases taken from the MD simulation were saved.
Figure S2: The shortest distance of each snapshot measured for simulation lengths of 10 ns. Some snapshots was selected for subsequent transport calculations, as marked with a black circle.
Figure S3: The transmission coefficients of the cytosine lying close (solid line) and far away (dashed line) from the pore edge.

Figure S4: The transmission coefficients of the cytosine lying close (solid line) and far away (dashed line) from the pore edge.
Figure S5: The transmission coefficients of the four target nucleobases (G, A, C, T) yielding maximum conductance. The resonance peaks associated with the HOMO of isolated nucleobases are identified.